Online Scavenger Hunt
Word & Picture Puzzles

Instructions
This document features dozens of word and picture puzzle ideas which you can
embed into your online scavenger hunt, or be inspired to create your own.
With just so many options within this puzzle realm, we have focused on three of our
favourites types, offering you more than 30 options to get you started.
In all cases, you are welcome to copy & paste the puzzles directly into one or more
of a series of padlets together with the accompanying image.
Note, all of the puzzles featured here can be used in an event which adopts a timelimited format.
However, for those events which adopt a linear format, be sure to provide clear
instructions to help your groups enter their answers successfully (as a password) in
accordance with lower/upper/sentence case conventions.
As always, reach out to playmeo if you need help.
Have FUNN.
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Word Circles
Word circles, a series of fun team puzzles, are ideal to form part of your online
scavenger hunt.
Starting with a group of words, small teams are challenged to spot familiar
pairings of words and 'move' them next to one another (to form common terms
and phrases) as if filling in the pieces of a circle.
For example, the words DOWN, NOTE, MARK, BANK, BOOK and RIVER form
the following word circle (there is typically only one answer:)

Note, for events which adopt a linear format, instruct your groups to enter an
abbreviated form of the solution represented by the initials of the words in the circle
to create the password. Using the example above and working clockwise from
RIVER, the solution is RBNBMD. As padlet passwords are case sensitive, be sure to
specify if the solution (password) should be entered as lower or uppercase.
One of the great bene fits of the padlet technology is that it is possible for
individuals to manipulate these words on one screen and have these changes
appear in real-time on the screens of all other team members.
Click here to view and play with a live example of a padlet-fuelled Word Circle.
Note, it will be necessary to create a unique padlet for every team participating
in your event if you want to give them this live synchronous option, ie to keep
their work and solution secret from other teams. This is super-easy to do by
simply 'remaking' one master Word Circle padlet multiple times, each with a
unique name, eg …/team1, …/team2, etc. Click here to view a short video
tutorial to learn how to do this.
Nine Word Circle sets follow this page, together with a sample challenge.
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DREAM TEAM GAME DAY
TIME TRAVEL LOG BOOK SHELF LIFE
GAME OVER TIME OUT FIELD GOAL POST
STREET LIGHT POST GAME DAY TIME OUT SIDE
BENCH MARK UP END TABLE SALT WATER PIPE WORK
SIDE KICK BALL GAME DAY SCHOOL HOUSE CAT WALK WAY
LIFE TIME CARD BOARD ROOM KEY CHAIN LINK UP RIGHT
HERE AFTER
SHOP FRONT DOOR STEP FATHER XMAS TREE TOP DECK
CHAIR MAN POWER TOOL
FOOT NOTE STORE FRONT YARD ARM CHAIR LIFT OFF
SPRING BREAK UP RIGHT

Using the seven words displayed below, spot familiar pairings of
words and move them next to one another as if filling in the pieces of
a circle, ie all seven words form a circle of words.

GAME GOAL TIME FIELD OVER POST OUT
Use pen & paper to solve the problem while viewing this screen.
OR
Ask to be directed to a private page (via Help) where your team will
be able to manipulate all of the words on the screen to seek a
solution.
Once your word circle is complete, use the first letter of each word
starting from G (for GAME) and working clockwise to form a sevencharacter string of letters (all uppercase) to be your solution.

Answer = GAME OVER TIME OUT FIELD GOAL POST
Or, in the case of events that adopt a linear format, the password is GOTOFGP
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Picture Circles
Picture circles are just like Word Circles except that a series of icons, images or
photographs are used to replace the words.
For example, the following icons represent the Word Circle puzzle (and solution)
for the words TIME, TRAVEL, LOG, BOOK, SHELF and LIFE.

Picture Circle puzzles can be significantly more difficult to solve (than word
circles) because, as they say, a picture tells a thousand words. Any one image
could be interpreted to mean many things, eg the image of a log could mean
wood, tree, dead, chopped or cut, etc.
Accordingly, we recommend that you keep your Picture Circles to ten or fewer
words lest you overwhelm your group.
Otherwise, all of the same steps, guidelines and puzzles which have been
described for Word Circles apply to Picture Circles, too.
Refer to the next page for a sample Picture Circle puzzle.
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Using the six images displayed below, spot familiar pairings of words
represented by the images and 'move' them next to one another (to
form common terms and phrases) as if filling in the pieces of a circle.

Source: Unsplash.com

Use pen & paper to solve the problem while viewing this screen.
OR
Ask to be directed to a private page (via Help) where your team will
be able to manipulate each of the images on the screen to seek a
solution.
Once your picture circle is complete, use the first letter of each word
starting from the image of the river and working clockwise to form a
six-character string of letters (all uppercase) to form your solution.

Answer = RIVER BANK NOTE BOOK MARK DOWN
Or, in the case of events that adopt a linear format, the password is RBNBMD
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Scrambled Words
This series of word puzzles is simply rearranging a set of random letters into a
meaningful word.
There is no limit to the number of Scrambled Word puzzles you could create.
Indeed, you could create them to suit a particular theme, such as teamwork,
summer camp, birthday party, etc.
A bunch of scrambled words (with solutions) are presented below to get you
started.

ABTBRI
INLNIACOREOICT
ERWFLO
DOBAR
OTNRAEGER
VNGESRCAE
SUABELOT
WAEORKTM
PERPA
NMIHGSETO
IOUPNPTYTOR
CNTNCEO

RABBIT
RECONCILIATION
FLOWER
BOARD
GENERATOR
SCAVENGER
ABSOLUTE
TEAMWORK
PAPER
SOMETHING
OPPORTUNITY
CONNECT

Refer to the next page for a sample Scrambled Word challenge.
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Unscramble the following set of letters to form a word.

TRSHYWURTTO
Note, the solution is one word without spaces.

Source: Clarissa Watson

Answer = TRUSTWORTHY
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